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One Size Doesn’t Fit All 



You spoke, we listened 

•  Over 3000 responses on the Home beta feedback form 

•  Over 20 customer visits on the worklist  

•  Over 100 customer phone calls on the worklist 

•  Over 50 customer visits and phone calls on the calendar view 



You spoke, we listened 

Must see the calendar or have it 
as an option to add. This is used 
daily by our team. Thank you. 

Requests are not sorted by ready to 
start vs all, as they were in the old 
version. This is a necessary filter. 

Excited about the updates!  
If there are no thumbnails for the documents, but 
only icons, it would be more efficient to reduce 
the size of the space each document take up. 

I really like the work list (sorted by 
project in the view menu). I work best 
when I can see all my projects and tasks 
in one window. However, it would be nice 
to collapse and expand each project in 
this view... to manage long work lists. 



Building a Better Home 







Time for an Upgrade 



Foundations 

•  Centralise 

•  Customise 

•  Collaborate 

•  Collaborate 

The 4 C’s 



Welcome to YOUR Home 
Task List View Demo 
 





Also on Mobile!  



A View for Everyone 
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Continuing the Buildout 



Roadmap 

Workfront Home List and Calendar 
Improvements 18.3 

●  Google calendar integration 
●  Bi-directional functionality with Outlook and Google 
●  Improved approvals experience  
●  Improved documents functionality 

Workfront Home Agile View 19.1 
●  Agile storyboard to manage personal work 
●  Integration with the Agile team tools 
●  My Work removal 

Workfront Home Calendar View Beta 18.2 
●  Calendar view added to the beta 
●  Outlook calendar  integration with Workfront Home 
●  Left panel improvements and editable fields in the details panel 







Take aways 

The beta is a living, 
evolving entity. 

Centralise 

Customise 

Collaborate 

Consolidate 

We want to hear 
from you and your 
users. 



Getting started 

1.  Opt into the beta 

2.  Provide feedback in the beta 

3.  Ask some (or all!) of your users to opt in and provide feedback 
 
More information available on support.workfront.com - 
“Understanding Differences between My Work and Home” 



Thank you! 
•  Come visit us in the Experience Zone! 
•  Reach out to us on Community 
 





Q&A 


